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Comments regarding plans for the Draft Environmental Impact Statement to- accomadate 

thee changes in the. Death OfL the Earth. (DOE) squad and Duke:COGEMA Stone,,&L Webster 

AKA DC& anditheir appalling plans related to the Mixed Oxide Fuel Fabrication 

Facility and the Death Of, theaEarth squad deciding not to immobilize the plutbnium 

after all... (Surprise III) 

1) There: are' enough foreign owned entities involved in-,the project now. to preclude 

--any license being granted for anything.. Personnel are-,said to be now employed 

by Framatomeca- the,, bastards who supplied/bu~lt the nuclear reactor at Koeberg for 

the Nazi-like former South African government -- who will be working on the' NOX 

p roject: It is not'-up to the NRG to question the applicant on this issue, it-i:i 

up to the NRC to employ investigators etc. to determineýthe extent of the foreigm 

ownership., cause NRC law says, under section 1G) CFR Ch. 1 70.40) that a licensemay 

NOT be issue, to the Corporation if the Commission determines that .'&) the: Corpor

atiomi! ls; cn=edý controlled,, or- dominated by anm alien,, a foreign corporation, or a 

foreign government;r ..... " andl Framatome (French government connected) etci fall under 

that. And COGE14A posses a problem too in all probability..  

2) The fact that the PUREX process is one of the most deadly and environmentally 

pollutting process known ane. that it will be employed is ghastly,. the: "redi oil" issue 

is a HUGE issue - the whole thing can EXPLODE andlwe:all know it, and even moren 

liquid" waste would,be involved now,,additions tb aqueous polishing to remove 

CHLORIDES and other salts, and there is an increase in the types of impurities now 

as well .. Itlis stated; that airborne effluents will contain "trace amountS of.  

chlorine- , well below regulatory levels" - Oh really ? Define 'ITrace"t . Hell no, with 

the staggering Curie quantity of Tritium (H. S coming oftSRS dhily, thea combination 

of the chlorine and the tritium will re&-l in radioactive hydrochloric acid 

waffting over the site and Georgia and South Carolina..  

3) the Entire process changes to remove Chloride were developed in the NOTORIOUS 

Cap de la Hague plant - WHERE ARE THE DETAILS? We don't want their pollutting methods.  

- - Al-so,,.it is stated that"precise impurity characterizationmay not' be available" 

concerning -the "Aj•tbrnate: Feedstock" -G6eiral Material-Characteri"ticsi Thisi --i ' " 

outrage; Row can one know the consequences if its not known whatb in it ? Itt should-ifnot• 

be- allowed.  
4) theezm will be a major increase in the footprint of the Aqueous Polishing -(AP) 

Purification p rocess. This will likely guarantee that it falls down a sinkhole in 

that area. The: area could liquefy tbo..  

5) How:much insurance is going to be taken out for all this 7 Waw many billions 2 

To my knowledge this doesn'tifall under:that useless Price-Anderson thing. Batrt SC 

and!GA would be affected if there was a catastrophic accident and/or fire.  

6), DOE/SRS allows all sorts of people to visit the site, incl&ding students, because 

they don'ttcare. The workers on SRS who have nothing to do with all this, such as 

constriction workers etc, and the visitors are all members of the public. They must 

notlbe exposed, period.  
71) What about the SAND FILTERS 2 As-I statedlin previous comment, DOE itself added' 

sandifilters because only the combination of HEPA AND SANDFILTERS REDUCE THE Plutonium 

and other particulate contamination. F1rthermore, rei waste -issues/liquids, have3 

all the breaks and holes in the B-Line been fixed below ground ? ANSWERS NEEDED.  

8) Inbtrms of an alternative - There2 can be a "NO ACTION ALTERNATIVE".. The material 
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and pits uan stay where: it is- they can cut up the pits under heavy oil, and pour 
the oil, the pit chunks and aiquibk-set cement into-lead-2lined nuclear grade steel 
canistbrsa place those containers in 10)foot thick cement tubes, waterproof the 
exterior of the cement tubes, encase the tubes in a granite outerpack. Kerep them 
in temperature controlled 20) foot thick bunkers under heavy guard , all until an 
underground 'repository in a bone dry area is rAdy. There Never was, any need to bring
any of it to Srs - not the pits, not the radioactive garbage and scrap etc. There.  
is no needu to turn it into MOX - besides, CATAWBA, oneof the decrepit ice-condenser.
plants they want to use MOX in, has bib-problems already-. I presuma everyone3under
stands that ini the case of ice-condensers, if there' s a' station blackout and ai 
meltdown,, the bloody thing will not only meltdown, it will EXPLODE. BYa-Bye.-t•o, 
the, Carolinas.. ....  
9) The, increased 'liquid waste volumes are absolutely unnacceptable. Existing problems 
due to liquid radwaste are legendary and well documented.  
10) What does it take to get the Death of the Earth squad's Chief Weasel to grasap 

-tit -the Sa an-mah-PBv6r--Nuc•clear Site6Sis over the m6ot sighifia-7a ter recharge 
area ina the S.E. and the last thing needed is for all that radioactive garbage to 
be added,! to the mix from elsewhere - and furthermorei what does it take for the 
NRC to grasp that in case of a major accident, there is not a hospital for miles 
that could deal with a radiological disaster of the type that could happen here 
that is,an equivalent of a Class Nine accident, The most. severe.,documented historical 
events for the site are related to earthquakes at the New Madrid fault and the 
Charleston Earthquake, both of which affected what is now the site. And tornadoes 
This facility could withstand neither, in particular if they were worse..  
10) -Last; but not least : the terrorism issue remains.. There' are many types of 
weapons some maniac could launch from the nearest boundary -if you don't believe me, 
ask the military,, I don't wanft to detail them here..  
This entire enterprise should not be licensed, it is contrary to the public good,.  
contrary to the safety of the US, cont~rary to protecting the public and ther..environ
ment - all it is , is-a way for the nuclear boys to make some more money., It• must 
be stopped NOW.  
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